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Focus-sensitivity in Nlhe7kepmxcin (Thompson Salish) 
 
Introduction: Based on original fieldwork, this paper contributes to the typology of focus 
sensitivity (Beaver and Clark 2008) with the first empirical study of focus sensitive operators 
in Thompson Salish (TS – southwestern B.C.). We examine the exclusive «u÷ ‘only,’ the 
(scalar) additive ÷e¬«u÷  ‘also,’ and the Q-adverbial «e÷kÂix ‘always.’  
For Beaver and Clark (2008), exclusive and (scalar) additives are conventional focus 
associators: they must associate with a grammatically marked focus (stressed in Germanic). 
However, Q-adverbials like always associate freely, with focus association resolved from 
context. In Thompson Salish, focus is marked by a predicative (clefting) strategy. We show:   

(i) focus sensitive operators also rely on a predicative/adverbial strategy,  
(ii) focus sensitive operators apply at the propositional level,  
(iii) the exclusive «u÷ ‘only’ must associate with a grammatically marked focus,  
(iv) the (scalar) additive ÷e¬«u÷  ‘also,’ unlike in Germanic, associates freely with focus, 

like the Q-adverbial «e÷kÂix ‘always,’ and 
(v) there is no separate lexical item for the expression of scalar ‘even’.  

Data: Basic focus marking. Like other Salish languages, TS is predicate initial. 2nd position 
clitics (2Cl) with evidential, modal, aspectual, etc. meanings are prosodically positioned after 
the first word (1a). Free foci occur in predicative constructions at the left periphery (Kroeber 
1999): basic predicate-denoting expressions (V, VP, bare NPs) simply occur at the left edge 
of standard predicate-initial constructions (1a), while nominal DP-arguments are clefted and 
introduced by the CLEFT-predicate çé (1b). The background (BG) forms a residual clause (1b).  
(1)  a. VERB        [2Cl]      S     O  [V, VP or CP-focus] 

qwáx-̨t-sm-s      nke «¢Â xe÷   ¬ Sára   ¬ n-spún. 
borrow-TRANS-1SG.O-3S  EVID PERF DEM  DET Sara   DET my-spoon 
‘Sara must have taken my spoon.’ 

  b. çé  [¬ Róss]FOC  [e   pínt-t-Ø-mus]BG.            [S-focus] 
CLEFT DET Ross   COMP paint-TRANS-3O-SUBJECT.GAP 
‘It was [Ross]FOCUS that painted it.’  

Exclusive «u÷. Corresponding to the two patterns of focus marking in TS (1), ‘only’-readings 
are expressed in one of two ways: if the associated focus is a predicate-denoting expression, 
the exclusive reading is expressed solely by the 2Cl «u÷ (2a). If the focus associate is a DP-
argument, the 2Cl «u÷ is still obligatory, but, in addition, the focus is introduced by a 
specialized only-predicate cúkw, derived from the lexical verb cúkw ‘to stop, to finish’.  
(2)  a. cu-t-Ø-és    «u÷    ¬    káh-s.            [VP-focus] 

fix-TRANS-3O-3S  «u÷   DET car-his 
‘He only [fixed his car]FOC (he did nothing else).’ 

  b. cúkw    «u÷  we÷   [e   kéyx]FOC  [e wík-t-Ø-ne]BG.      [O-focus] 
CLEFT.only  «u÷ there   DET hand    COMP see-TRANS-3O-1SG.S 
‘I only see [a hand]FOC.’  

Since only the 2Cl is mandatory in the expression of the exclusive reading, we contend that it 
denotes a conventionally focus-sensitive exclusive operator. Like other 2Cls, «u÷ is an 
adverbial element in the extended verbal projection. It applies at the propositional level by 
applying to sets of alternative propositions determined by the (clefted) FOC-BG-structure of 
the clause (3ai,ii). The meaning of «u÷ ‘only’ is shown in (3b).  
(3)  a. i. 2Cl ([cukw  DPFOC][e-CP ... ]BG)  ii. 2Cl ( VFOC X / VPFOC / [NPFOC][e-CP]BG)  
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(3)  b. [[  «u÷ ]] w = λp. p(w) ∧ ∀q∈[[ p]] F [ q(w)  q = [[ p]] 0 ]    (Rooth 1996) 

The analysis in (3b) implies that the only-predicate cúkw in DP-clefts does not contribute to 
the meaning of the clause (nor does the cleft-predicate çé in 1b, 4b). Instead, we treat cúkw as 
a focus-agreement marker requiring the clefted DPFOC to be in the scope of the adverbial 
exclusive «u÷-operator (Hole 2008 for Mandarin and Vietnamese). Finally, we will show that 
the adverbial nature of «u÷ is supported by the fact that its scope is strictly clause-bounded, 
unlike adnominal only (v. Stechow 1991); that its scope is fixed with respect to sentential 
negation; and that the multiple occurrence of focus operators is not licensed unless an 
embedded clause provides a second grammatical (predicative) focus position.  
Additive ÷e¬«u÷. Additive foci can be expressed in full parallel to ‘only’-foci via the 2Cl 
÷e¬«u÷ (4ab), except that ‘also’ cleft-DPs are introduced by the ordinary CLEFT-predicate çé 
(4b). However, ÷e¬«u÷ can also associate freely with an element that is not the grammatically 
marked focus in the initial predicate position (4c), and it can appear in a clause-final adverb 
position (4d). Both these properties also characterize the Q-adverbial «e÷kÂix ‘always.’  
(4)  a.  ÷e¬  ˚¢tní-Â    ekwu  ÷e¬«u÷ xé÷e.             [VP-focus] 

and  fish-INTRANS  EVID  ÷e¬«u÷ DEM  
‘And he also [went fishing]FOC.’  

b.  çé   ÷e¬«u÷  [e    Súe]FOC  [e    çœ¢¡p=qn   te ÷épls̨]BG.  [S-focus] 
CLEFT  ÷e¬«u÷   DET Sue    COMP  get.hit=head  by apple 
‘It was also [Sue]FOC that got hit in the head by an apple.’ 

 c. wík-t-Ø-s  ÷e¬«u÷ xé÷e  [e  s¢x∑súx∑]FOC.      [in situ O-focus] 
  see-TR-3O-3S  ÷e¬«u÷ DEM   DET  grizzly.bear 
  ‘He also saw a [grizzly bear]FOC.’  
 d. ÷e   k=s=[nª∑oÁteléxn]FOC=s  ÷éx    ÷es-¬úm-st-Ø-s     ÷e¬«u÷. 
  and   COMP=NOM=slippers=3POSS  C.IMPF STAT-wear-TR-3O-3S  ÷e¬«u÷  
  ‘Then he’ll be wearing [slippers]FOC too.’  
Implications: The TS-data bear on the discussion of focus-sensitivity in the theoretical 
literature: (i) their transparent surface-position supports analyses of focus-sensitive operators 
as adverbial elements applying at the level of propositions (e.g. Rooth 1996, Büring & 
Hartmann 2001); (ii) the «u÷ ‘only’ data are compatible with claims in Beaver & Clark (2003) 
that some focus-sensitive operators are conventional and require the focus constituent to be 
grammatically marked; but (iii) the additive ÷e¬«u÷ ‘also’ data suggest that exclusives and 
additives do not form a natural class, contra Beaver and Clark (2008); (iv) the expression of 
additive ‘also’- and scalar ‘even’-focus-readings is not formally distinguished (5).  
(5)   çé   ÷e¬«u÷   [e   pús̨]FOCUS   [e     «íx̨∑-es]BG. 

CLEFT  ÷e¬«u÷     DET  cat      COMP  yell-TRANS-3O-3S 
‘He also yelled at [the cat]FOCUS.’ / ‘He even yelled at [the cat]FOCUS.’ 

Unlike in European languages, scalarity is thus not explicitly coded in a separate lexical item, 
special prosody, nor by a special construction (e.g. clefts). At least in TS, then, scalarity is a 
pragmatically induced special instance of additivity in need of contextual resolution. 
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